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The forest of Bali can be seen as an entity with multiple, simultaneously occurring states of existence. The first and most 
intuitive state of existence might be the forest in its tangible tropical manifestation, however, the second sate of 
existence is a seemingly invisible forest that sustains and informs the entire cosmological framework of Balinese culture 
through the preservation of ancestral knowledge, ritual and spiritual rules and guidelines. This ‘meta-forest’ lives 
vicariously through the architecture, craft and all spiritual and ritualistic practices of Balinese life, in correlation with 
balinese belief in maintaining balance and harmony with nature.  

This project gravitates around Tenganan Pegringsingan village in the regency of Karangasem, East Bali, A  unique 
village known for it strict forest regulation and management rules, forbidding anyone to cut down or pick fruits from 
trees within the forest territory of the village. A set of rules under the term Awig-Awig  protects the sustainability and 
centuries long preservation of this particular patch of Balinese forest historically formalised within the “The Book of 
Magic”. 

“At times too, strange and violent things have happened in Tenganan.  
One Day, in 1841 AD, there suddenly appeared rolling clouds of smoke in the Puseh Temple.  

A huge fire destroyed the temple and spread to the Bale Agung Burning everything in it’s path.  
Most of the homes in Tenganan were destroyed.  

The Sacred village writings preserved on Lontar palm leaf books were lost in the fire. The people said  
“Puhun tan ana - without cause”,The fire began and that was the will of god ” 

( Text derived from Tenganan Villager testimonial - The spirit journey to Bali Aga , Tenganan Pegringsingan) 

The driving force of this project stems form the the realisation that the village library that burned in 1841 as mentioned 
above, was never again reconstructed,fragments of the Book of Magic only partially rewritten, leaving the village with a 
unique sylvan heritage primarily reliant on verbal knowledge transferred across generations suggesting an fundamental  
gap in the acknowledgement hat the essence and spirit of the village lies beyond the wall of the village itself but 
connected to the entire patch of forested land that mythically belongs to them.   

In this regards rather than focusing the design within this project in the premises of the village itself , through the 
utilisation of a narrative derived from mythological stories, sylvan and spiritual  knowledge  of the village ‘genome’ , a 
series of interconnected emblematic landmarks will attempt to spatialise, demarcate and eternalise the heritage of the 
village with a different kind of library from the one that burnt in the great fire. These landmarks will be strategically 
placed across the village territory in consideration of the cosmological and orientational constraints while harnessing. 
the process of its ‘ruinification' and absorption within forested land overtime. 


